Dance Tech II

Dance as Form of Protest- Women Empowerment

Sub theme: Oppression/gender equality

Dancers: 

List your choreographic ideas/dance concepts/ imagery/mood for your small group dance: (Make sure everyone contributes at least one idea,)
1) Abusive relationship
2) Sadness/confusion/force/loneliness!
3) Friendship, romance, love
4) Regret, break ups
5) Jumps, turns, reaching
6) Extensions,

Serious/sad emotions

Think about how you will use the following in your dance?

Groupings: __ Solos __ Duets __ Trio __ Quartet __ 2 Duets __ Other
Situation: __ Mirroring __ Shadowing __ Copying/Following __ Action/Reaction
Spatial: __ Meeting __ Parting __ Linking __ Supporting __ Passing
Formations: __ Circular __ Lines __ Rows __ Scattered __ V shape

Choreo Devices: __ Canon __ Accumulation __ Retrograde __ Shout it/Whisper it

What else?